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Always in debt yet recklessly cheery and blindly optimistic, Mr Micawber is one of  
Dickens’s most loveable characters and was based largely on Bishophill resident, 
Richard Chicken. 
 
 

 
  

A Victorian engraving of Wilkins Micawber introducing David Copperfield to Mrs Micawber. 
 

Right from the moment young David Copperfield meets him, we get the measure of the man. “His clothes 
were shabby but he had an imposing shirt-collar on . . . And a quizzing-glass hung outside his coat – for 
ornament, I afterwards found, as he very seldom looked through it and couldn’t see anything when he did.”  
Micawber is self-important, feckless and a man who loves the sound of his own voice – constantly using 
long words and windbag phrases. Yet Dickens manages to imbue him with an irresistible charm, by 
making Micawber funny, kind, honest, human and relentlessly optimistic (“something will turn up” is his 
guiding principle).  
 
There is little doubt that Richard Chicken, the York eccentric, was the original of Wilkins Micawber. 
Charles Dickens frequently visited York to see his brother Alfred Lamert Dickens; Alfred and Chicken 
worked for a time in the same office, and it is more than likely that Alfred amused Charles with accounts of 
the doings of his eccentric colleague. Alfred Dickens was employed in the office of J. B. Birkinshaw, the 
contractor in charge of the laying out of several of Yorkshire’s new railways. Birkinshaw’s was at No. 29 
Micklegate and it was at this office that Richard Chicken met Dickens’ brother. This was in 1845, the year 
of the great railway boom, when York was the chief centre of activity and share speculation. The city 
possessed a Stock Exchange associated with George Hudson, the “Railway King” satirized as the “big 
swollen gambler.” 

Charles Dickens was quietly observant, and always on the look-out for the freaks and the prodigies of 
humankind. He possessed an unusual natural aptitude for catching hints; he readily noticed curious 
personal traits, whimsical or funny actions, and eccentric habits. He seized every salient peculiarity, and 
aided by not a little exaggeration, he embodied them in his fictional characters. 

If you’ve read David Copperfield – or watched one of the TV adaptations – you’ll know instantly who 
Micawber is: the down-on-his-luck clerk who provides lodgings for the ten-year-old David when he first 
goes to London. He is a man of wordy dignity immortalised by his simple recipe for economic happiness  
 
“Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen six, result happiness,” he tells the round-
eyed David. “Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure twenty ought and six, result misery.”  
 



Sadly, Mr Micawber was never able to follow his own advice – leaving him, his wife and his large brood of 
children balanced precariously on the edge of abject penury. What makes him one of the best-loved 
characters in English literature, however, is his endless optimism (the unshakeable conviction that 
something would turn up); his warm heart; his exalted opinion of himself – and his florid language. Richard 
Chicken was certainly an amusing, if at times somewhat pathetic, character. 
 
Richard Chicken was born in York on August 6, 1799, the only son of Nicholas Chicken, a wine merchant 
of Low Ousegate. He was baptized at the Church of St. Michael, Spurriergate, on August 14th, 1799. On 
the early death of his father he was sent to Bingley Grammar School, then under the headmastership of 
the Rev. Richard Hartley, D.D. He had three years training at this celebrated educational establishment, 
which had turned out many remarkable scholars. The subjects he distinguished himself in can only be 
surmised, but we do know that like Micawber, he was the happy possessor of “a variety of qualifications” 
and “great talent.” Elocution, doubtless, was his favourite study. He then became, (like Micawber) a legal 
clerk – in Chicken’s case at the Ecclesiastical Court in York. He did not take to the work, and later, in one 
of his many letters, mourned “the useful money misapplied in my Articles and keep”. At one point, he 
explains why a position as a legal clerk isn’t suited to a man of his abilities. “To a man possessed of the 
higher imaginative powers the objection to legal studies is the amount of detail which they involve,” he 
says. “The mind is not at liberty to soar to any exalted form of expression.” 
 
He next tried his hand at being an itinerant actor. His first appearance in York was at the Theatre Royal on 
April 1, 1824, when he performed in a play entitled, appropriately enough, The Poor Gentleman. The 
reviewer for the Yorkshire Gazette wasn’t impressed, noting that Chicken had “much to learn and to 
unlearn, before he can attain eminence in his profession. He misplaces the h’s terribly, his utterance is too 
rapid, and much of the dialogue was lost from him speaking in too low a tone...”  How long he remained in 
the theatrical profession is not known but using the experience gained on the stage he then tried to make 
his living as a teacher of elocution, styling himself a Professor of Elocution and Lecturer on Defective 
Enunciation after having first served his apprenticeship as a travelling assistant to Professor Sams of 
Bath.   

 
In 1834 he was living in Beverley but apparently not making ends meet, as revealed by an article in 
The Hull Packet of 21st November 1834 which is printed over.  The article was recently discovered 
by Sandra Midgley, Richard Chickens Great-Great Granddaughter using internet newspaper search 
facilities.  The criminal side of Richards’s character had remained undiscovered by previous 
historians and shows the power of the internet as a research tool. 

 



 



In 1840 he returned to York and had set himself up as Master of Swan Street School in Clementhorpe.  To 
supplement his income he informed the citizens of York (Yorkshire Gazette. 26 Mar 1842) 

 “That he will be happy to render his services to those who need them. The system [of curing Defective 
Utterance] is founded on Anatomical Principles – is unconnected with any other – and capable of 
producing a Cure in all cases where there is not any physical defect existing. N.B. Private Instruction also 
given in Reading and Delivery”.   

By 1847, married and living with his family at 4 Victor Street (Then St Mary’s Row), Bishophill, opposite 
the Golden Ball pub, where he stayed for several years hatching out baby Chickens at regular intervals, 
and according to the record of a neighbour, bathing them every Sunday morning in the yard in full view of 
everybody who wanted to look. In a street directory of the 1840’s he is described as a teacher of elocution. 

 
 

Later in 1847 he changed careers again and was working as a clerk in the same offices as Dickens’ 
younger brother Albert. That is when he might have met the famous author. Even if he didn’t, Albert would 
probably have talked about such a colourful colleague. And the timing is certainly right: David Copperfield 
was first published in monthly parts in 1849. By 1840 a rail route was established linking York to London, 
and Dickens became a frequent visitor York.  Initially to a solicitor friend in Malton and later to his brother.   

Eventually working alongside Dickens brother in Mr. Birkinshaw’s railway planning office, Chicken worked 
tolerably well for a time, but soon he grew tired of his steady ‘9 till 6’ job ‘without intermission or interval 



(excepting dinner hour)’, and he would leave letters about on his colleagues’ desks imploring them for 
money so that he could take a rest. 

His curious communications were almost of daily occurrence, and they were invariably couched in such 
terms as provoked no end of amusement to his colleagues. It was certainly true in his case to say that he 
“never missed any possible opportunity of writing a letter.” He was often known to compose and pen his 
missives during meal times, and slyly leave them on the desks for returning colleagues. This is one of 
Chicken’s distinctive traits, which Dickens wove into Micawbers character - “Mr. Micawber took the 
opportunity of Traddles putting on his great-coat, to slip a letter into Copperfield’s hand,” with a whispered 
request “to read it at leisure.” Quoting David Copperfield’s observations, he informs us that “after all these 
occasions, Mr. Micawber made a little treat, which was generally a supper; and there was a peculiar relish 
in these meals which I well remember.” One of Chicken’s sons was engaged in the offices of the Railway 
Company at York, and his eccentric father, frequently posted characteristic messages to the chief clerk. 
The following quotation has a distinct Dickensian flavour. It is the first paragraph of a letter, and though 
brief, it is especially humorous and original. It reflects, however, his decided “relish,” and an innocent 
pretence for arranging a “little treat.” 

“On this the 6th August (the transfiguration of my birthday), Mrs. Chicken wishes to indulge me with 
something nicer than ordinary fare. We shall, therefore, be mutually obliged if you will allow Quintus to 
have 8s., as soon as you conveniently can after receiving this, as I shall send on for it at 10 o’clock.” 

Birkinshaw’s office closed in 1852 and moved to London on completion of his Yorkshire railway projects 
leaving Chicken without employment. 

 

Birkinshaw’s office, 69-71 Micklegate today. 
 

York Conservation Trust bought it in 2014 and plan to spend £1m on the restoration 
turning it into shops and flats. While the ground floor had been used by various 
businesses in recent years, most recently an Italian restaurant, the rest of the upper 
floors have been left empty and neglected for much of the last century. 

             

69-71 Micklegate. A fireplace & wallpaper from Chickens day 



York has benefited greatly from the work of the Morrell family in preserving its architectural heritage. Dr 
John Bowes Morrell and his brother Cuthbert had been buying, restoring and rehabilitating medieval 
properties in York for many years when they formed Ings Property Company Ltd in 1945. Following their 
deaths this continued under the guidance of Dr Morrell’s son, William, until 1976 when these properties 
were bequeathed to charity and the company’s name changed to York Conservation Trust Limited. From 
its beginnings in 1945 with 7 properties the Trust now owns and runs over 85 buildings, consisting of 79 
residential and 66 commercial lets.  Restoration and conservation has to be balanced with the need to 
put the building to its best use, both from the point of view of its tenants and in the life of the City.  

By 1840 Richard Chicken must have realised that remembering the order of the birth of his family was 
becoming a problem. Accordingly he decided to use his education in Latin to give further boys memorable 
names. The fourth boy was christened Jesse Quartissimo and the fifth, born 12 February 1842, Quintus 
Gilbert. He was followed by four girls, Louisa Adelaide, born 11 January 1844, Lavinia, baptised 12 
October 1845, Rhoda, baptised 4 October 1847, and Dorcas, baptised 26 August 1849, all at St Mary 
Bishophill Senior. The sixth boy and tenth child, Sextus Bethill, was baptised on 23 August 1851 at St 
Cuthbert’s, as were the final two children, both girls, Amelia on 24 June 1854 and Lydia on 22 February 
1857  

It might appear that, with such a large family, the Chickens only had themselves to blame for the parlous 
state of their finances. However seven died in childhood, four within six days of each other and another 
only 16 months later. Their tragic demise was recorded on a gravestone that once stood in the churchyard 
of St Mary Bishophill Senior, on the east side of the porch, close to the footpath and easily readable by 
passers-by on the road. It has since been lost, perhaps when the church was demolished in 1961.  

IN MEMORY OF 
ALEXANDER JORDAN, GUSTAVIUS, NICHOLAS HUDDLESTONE, 

SONS OF 
RICHARD AND LOUISA CHICKEN, 

AGED RESPECTIVELY 11, 9, AND 7 YEARS, 
WHO ALL DIED ON THE I3TH JUNE, 1845, 

OF PESTILENTIAL FEVER; 
ALSO 

LOUISA ADELAIDE, 
SISTER TO THE ABOVE, AGED 18 MONTHS, 

WHO EXPIRED 
ON THE 19TH OF THE SAME MONTH 

UNDER A SIMILAR ATTACK, 
AND ON THE 24TH OCTOBER, 1847, 

JESSE QUARTISSIMO CHICKEN, 
AGED 7 YEARS. 

 
 
York’s death and infant mortality rates were above the average with many deaths due to polluted water. 
The Chickens would have obtained their water from a communal pump in the yard which would have been 
contaminated with decomposed matter from the rubbish of previous generations as well as the adjacent 
graveyard.  

Quintus was fortunate to survive his childhood. Other members of the family died young. Rhoda was 
buried in the churchyard in 1854, aged six. When Amelia, the last to succumb, died of scarlet fever in 
1863 aged nine she was buried in a public grave in York cemetery, the parish graveyards in the city 
having been closed by the council in 1854 to reduce disease.  

The way Micawber talks and writes is uncannily similar to the way York’s real-life Mr Chicken wrote in 
copies of his letters, preserved in York Archives – as is his high opinion of himself, unsupported by 
anything remotely resembling success. Failing next as a Professor of Elocution through lack of pupils, he 
became a clerk at the York Diocesan Registry Office. But in a short time he was again out of a job and 
pleading to the Lord Mayor to send him 7s. 6d. to make up his rent while at the same time apologizing 
most elaborately for writing such a letter on a Sunday. He also exhorted the Lord Mayor to get him a job. 



‘I want employment’, he wrote. ‘Anything however irksome is better than dependence. Can you work me in 
your office occasionally to execute errands or what not? I am to be relied upon. Chicken and punctuality 
are synonymous terms. I can vie with Pythagoras for sobriety and with Scipio for continence’. The letter 
goes on to give a potted history of the circumstances which had brought him to his present state of penury 
and ends with a typical Chicken postscript, ‘Do you think, sir, that you have a coat or trousers in 
reversion? My son Quintus will call for your considerations tomorrow. .’ 

Through the good offices of Alderman Richard Evers a situation was found for him, not in the Mansion 
House but on the railway. Chicken commenced his new employment in September 1853 and, with his 
fellow clerk, Smith, his duties were concerned recording goods vehicles to calculate charges to be made 
to the owners of goods wagons using the company’s track. Chicken and Smith were replaced by two 
juveniles who could accomplish the same duties for only a few shillings a week. To add insult to injury 
Richard Chicken was discharged, without any reason being given, on 24 June 1854, but alternative 
railway employment was found for Smith.  

Chicken could not conjecture why he was ‘thrown on his beam ends’. He was always ‘attentive and 
diligent’ to his appointments, having been ‘diligent punctual and obliging’, and if he had erred it was in 
‘judgement and not design’. (He had, however, written several notes to Mr Sheriff in the last two months of 
his employment requesting an appointment where he might have more exercise and less restraint as he 
was suffering from ‘disease in the region of the heart’ and could put in a Medical Certificate to this effect if 
one was required. Close application to the desk with its accompanying contraction of the chest operated 
against him. It did occur to him that Mr Sheriff might have been annoyed by these notes but in writing 
them, he declared, he ‘had none but a pure and legitimate object in view’, and as he was a creature of 
Circumstances and had acted under impulse he hoped that he would not be visited with displeasure on 
that account. He added a postscript, which must have annoyed Mr Sheriff ever further, to say that he had 
addressed a note to George Hicks Seymour, a director of, first, the YNMR and then the NER, who had 
known Chicken for many years, requesting him to use his influence with Mr Sheriff on his behalf.  

Later, the family moved to Bilton Street in Layerthorpe; there were still so many little Chickens that they 
had to rent two houses to accommodate them all. By that time Richard was known all over the city for his 
Micawberish way of life and for his inimitable begging letters to all and sundry. His long-suffering wife left 
him, taking the surviving children with her to live in Leeds. Richard Chicken’s health continued to 
deteriorate and by January 1865 he had been admitted to the Union Workhouse in Huntington Road under 
the mastership of John Wilson, great-grandfather of a future prime minster, Harold Wilson. He did not 
expect to come out of it alive as ‘the Confinement and the Society’ would kill him. His final postscript 
summed up the hopelessness of his situation: ‘The society of idiots, the ignorant, the profane, is not 
adapted to me - poor Chicken’. Undeterred he continued to seek assistance from the clerks in Hudson’s 
office, asking for coffee, sugar and a little tobacco to sustain him. He could not eat the porridge which was 
served for breakfast and supper every day. On 22 January 1866, a year later and still in the workhouse, 
Richard Chicken, with his long-suffering wife Louisa, at his side despite their separation, died of paralysis 
at the age of 65. The next day he was buried in York Cemetery in a public grave. This cost 4s 6d but there 
was an additional charge of 4s 6d for the use of the cemetery hearse, which could carry both coffin and 
mourners The cemetery normally expected payment at the time of burial but they had to wait over three 
weeks before their bill was paid. Mrs Chicken was unable to pay the required amount until she was sent a 
sovereign by Thomas Greenwood Clayton, an old school fellow from Dr Hartley’s school at Bingley who 
used to stay with the Chickens from time to time. 

 

York Workhouse - Huntington Road - Now flats 



In a quiet spot at York Cemetery bordered by a tangle of brambles there is a plot. It is one of 
many Victorian public graves in the cemetery, but this one has been lovingly tended. 

 

 
 

Here lie the mortal remains of 16 people. They all died in December 1865 or January 1866, and what they 
have in common is that their families were unable to afford private graves. Instead, their remains were 
stacked one above the other in a deep, narrow-walled pit. During her visit in 2013, Chickens great-great 
grand-daughter, Sandra Midgley, was surprised to find that the stone tablet, placed over the paupers 
grave a few years ago had an incorrect year of death, wrong by 20 years!  She has contacted the 
cemetery and hopefully the error will be corrected.  Sandra has created a comprehensive website pulling 
together a number of articles on Richard and the Chicken family. Much of the work on researching 
Chicken was carried out by the recently deceased York historian Hugh Murray. 
 
Ultimately, the evidence is pretty strong. Richard Chicken’s theatrical manner of speech, his 
circumlocutions, his use of letters in his attempts to relieve his poverty, and his variety of professions and 
qualifications would all have commended him to… Dickens, Even Micawber’s Christian name, Wilkins, has 
a York origin: it was common slang in the city for anyone who was hard up, “It has its origin in Major 
Wilkins, an 18th century centenarian who was imprisoned at York Castle for 50 years for debt.” 
 
 
 

 
   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
The letters... 
A NUMBER of Richard Chicken’s letters survive, transcribed and seemingly passed down from a 
contemporary of the man himself. They are not originals, but there is no suggestion they are hoaxes. 
Here are a few extracts: 
To the Lord Mayor of York, 1853 
“Let me experience at your hands that feature in the body of Charity designated Almsgiving. I want some 
employment, anything however tedious or irksome is better than dependence.” 
In a postscript to the same letter, asking for hand-me-downs 
“Do you think, Sir, that you have a Coat or Trousers in reversion? Quintus my son will call at your 
consideration tomorrow.” 
To Mr Wilson, Mr Sheriff’s chief clerk, after he had lost his job 
“I cannot conjecture why I am to be thrown ‘on my beam ends’... I hope that Mr Sheriff will reconsider his 
verdict, and allow me to tarry.” 
To his boss, Mr Alexander Clunes Sheriff, June 5, 1854 
“I have for a considerable time suffered from disease in the region of the heart and… very close 
application to the desk with its accompanying contraction of the Chest operate against me... Under the 
circumstances, if you can give me an appointment where I might have more exercise and less restraint it 
would be received with appropriate emotion…” 

 “Mr. Micawber had a relish in” the “formal piling up of words, which, however ludicrously displayed in his 
case, was,” his creator says, “not at all peculiar to him.” Chicken exhibited similar peculiarities in his lofty 
conversation, as well as in the phraseology of the extraordinary begging letters he wrote when in 
embarrassing circumstances. The following typical and emotional missive which he sent to the Lord Mayor 
of York will be recognised as a Micawber gem of the first water. 

“May it please your Lordship, 

Sabbath as it is, I must devote a few moments of it to address you. In an emergency it is lawful to take the 
shewbread; works of necessity and mercy may be performed on a Sunday; the priests denied the temple 
on the Sunday and were blameless. The night is far spent, the day is at hand. I have frustrated as long as 
I can my landlord’s intentions, who will tarry no longer. The citizens have just made up £1 12s. 6d. for me, 
so that I now require seven shillings and sixpence. Pray exercise your benevolence to me at this time. If it 
be your first and your last, let me experience at your hands that feature in the body, of the charity 
designated almsgiving. I want some employment, anything however tedious or irksome is better than 
dependence. Can you work me in your office occasionally to execute errands or what not? I am to be 
relied on. Chicken and punctuality are synonymous terms. I can vie with Pythagoras for sobriety and with 
Scipio for continence. 

“I worship with the Methodists, and joined that body when I was with Mr. Birkinshaw. I have been attached 
to them from boyhood, ever since I was trained by my grandmother at Pocklington, at the time my 
grandfather was steward to the Denisons of Kilnwick Percy. In a temporal point of view, I mourn the most 
over the five years I wasted in my clerkship in the Ecclesiastical Court—precious time wasted and useful 
money misapplied in my articles and keep. The profession was not my choice, as I was not consulted but 
placed there by my father’s executors. I should have preferred the temporal courts. I lament leaving the 
stage. There I was composed, if not happy; but my delicate constitution gave way under the fatigue of 
itinerant acting. In the early part of next year we may be in a more easy condition, as my wife’s mother is 
dead, and part of her property viz., the inn at Doncaster, was sold on the 8th ult. for £775, and there is yet 
a dwelling-house and two gardens to go by private contract, after which she and her sisters will divide the 
inheritance. Her brother, however, is sordid, mercenary, avaricious, and gripping. His heart’s in the world, 
and the world’s in his heart. 

Your humble servant, 

 



RICHARD CHICKEN. 

“P.S.—Do you think, sir, that you have a coat or trousers in reversion? Quintus (my son) will call for your 
considerations tomorrow (Monday), as he goes to the station at nine.” 

It will be noticed that in this “eloquent” appeal, Chicken asks for employment, and curiously enough, Mrs. 
Micawber when discussing her husband’s inability to secure a situation, remarks,—“Mr. Micawber cannot 
get into those firms—which decline to answer his letters, when he offers his services in an inferior 
capacity.” In the allusion to such classical names as Pythagoras and Scipio, we could almost believe that 
Dickens had perused this identical letter, as Mr. Micawber, when talking to Copperfield, says,—
“Sometimes I have risen superior to my difficulties .... there have been times when they have been too 
many for me, and I have given in, and said to Mrs. Micawber, in the words of Cato— “Plato, thou 
reasonest well.” 

“Bless and save the man!” exclaimed Betsy Trotwood, alluding to Micawber, “he’d write letters by the 
ream, if it were a capital offence!” and it is most remarkable, that reams of Chicken’s letters, addressed to 
various influential citizens and firms, more than half-a-century ago, have been preserved. One batch in the 
office of an attorney is neatly filed, and docketed “Curious letters from Mr. Chicken.” Chicken was a 
celebrity, a popular character, and well-known to everybody in authority or of importance in business 
circles. His pecuniary involvements were the common gossip of the city, and his characteristic missives 
still in the possession of various persons have been treasured as relics of a strange, improvident, happy-
go-lucky personage of Dickensian days. 

With his usual importunity he confidentially unburdens his heart in this truly pathetic note, to the clerks in 
Mr. Buckle’s office— . 

“Gentlemen, 

For the last 9 weeks I have been suffering from a species of physical declension, which at length assumed 
so serious an aspect, that it became expedient I should have medical aid. I consequently became an out-
patient of the Hospital last week. I don’t much anticipate a recovery, and am not at all anxious about it, as I 
have an enduring inheritance above. 

“Within the last six weeks I have lost 17 lbs. weight, and go on decreasing. I have an abundance of 
medicine from the Institution, but I had much rather have been an in-patient, as I should then have had the 
advantage of the house diet. When an individual feeds on drugs, he is soon satiated. 

“I am ordered generous support, such as Mutton Chops and Porter, but I cannot procure them; the wants 
of my family are too absorbing .... I do not affect to have any claim upon your regard or sympathy, but you 
may, perhaps feel disposed to grant me a trifling pecuniary aid towards assuaging my sufferings under the 
present dispensation for ‘Auld Lang Syne.’ 

“I am sure that if the late Mr. Buckle had been living, this appeal would not have been in vain. It is ‘the 
Actor’s last Cake.’ 

I am, Your obedient servant, 

RICHARD CHICKEN. 

“P.S.—I manage to take a little exercise, but am unequal to much locomotion. I will take the liberty of 
sending Sextus for your consideration in the course of the day. 

“When I was a member of the Nottingham Company, they used to tell me that I looked as if a good dinner 
would be a memorable event in my history. Boddy, the light comedian, used to plague me about my lean 
condition. Poor fellow! he is now in the ‘Actors’ Paradise’—America.” 

The officials frequently heard from their impecunious acquaintance, who could “not live without something 
widely different from existing circumstances turning up.” “The relish with which Mr. Micawber described 



himself, as a prey to these dismal circumstances, was only to be equalled by the emphasis with which he 
read his letter; and the kind of homage he rendered to it with a roll of his head, when he thought he had hit 
a sentence very hard indeed.” 

Another of Chicken’s effusions reads as follows, and it is more than amusing to note that Mrs. Micawber 
also had a predilection for brown gloves. 

 

“My dear Sir, 

I am just reminded that you and I pledged our vows at the hymeneal altar about the same time as our 
Gracious Sovereign, but we have not kept pace with her Blessed Majesty in progeny. 

“As you are aware, it has always been my desire to maintain a correct personal appearance in whatever 
sphere I have had the fortune or the misfortune to have been cast, and I take this favourable opportunity 
of enquiring if you have the matter of half-a-dozen pairs of despised gloves a little worse for wear, they 
would be of service and appreciated by your old and 

Ever grateful acquaintance, 

RICHARD CHICKEN. 

“P.S.—If I may be allowed to express a choice, those coloured brown would be preferred.” 

 

 

 

 

 
 


